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16 46. Plots of cross sections and related quantities
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Figure 46.15: Total and elastic cross sections for !p, total cross section for "!p, and total hadronic cross sections for !d, !p, and !!
collisions as a function of laboratory beam momentum and the total center-of-mass energy. Corresponding computer-readable data files may be
found at http://pdg.lbl.gov/current/xsect/. (Courtesy of the COMPAS group, IHEP, Protvino, April 2012)
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„Optical depth“ of the Universe – The GZK Effect

Stanev & de Marco, PRD 72 (2005) 081301

Energy loss length

at highest energies field of view 
is reduced to < 100 Mpc

p + γ3K à Δ+ à p + π0 ; n + π+

threshold: EGZK≈6·1019 eV
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Fig. 12. Flux of UHECRs as measured with the four detectors that have the largest exposures, namely Yakutsk [285] AGASA [165,283], Auger [169], and
HiRes [229]. Left panel: Cosmic-ray spectra as derived by the Collaborations using the calibration of the detectors. Right panel: Cosmic-ray spectra after
re-scaling of the energy scale of the experiments to obtain a common position of the dip, from [286,287]. The nominal energy scales of the experiments
have been multiplied by 1.2, 1.0, 0.75, 0.625 for Auger, HiRes, AGASA, and Yakutsk, respectively.

The energy reconstruction of showers detected with the AGASA array is based on the scintillator signal S(600) at 600m
from the shower core, where shower-to-shower fluctuations are the smallest and the relation between the signal and the
primary energy is almost composition independent [167,296]. The systematic error of energy assignment is analyzed in
[165] in detail, see also discussion [297]. AGASA finds a total systematic uncertainty of the energy assignment of about 18%.
The main sources of uncertainty are related to shower phenomenology and the simulation of the relation of S(600) to the
primary particle energy. In particular, the observed discrepancy between the surface detector signal at 1000 m from the
shower core and the fluorescence-based calorimetric energymeasurement reported by Auger [298] indicates that currently
available shower simulations do not allow us to obtain an absolute energy scale with a systematic uncertainty smaller than
20%. Therefore it is not surprising that discrepancies between the experimentally observed attenuation length for S(600)
and that expected from simulations hamper a re-analysis of the AGASA data [299].

The shower energy determination applied inHiRes is based on the track length integral Ecal = αeff
�
N(X)dX,whereN(X)

is a fit to the shower profile using the Gaisser–Hillas function (6) and αeff denotes the mean ionization energy deposit [300].
WithHiRes being a fluorescence detector, the energy reconstruction is closely related to properties of the atmosphere,which
is serving as a calorimeter. At the same time, atmospheric properties also determine the aperture of the detector. The HiRes
flux measurements (HiRes I and HiRes II mono) are found to have similar systematic uncertainties [301,302,229]. The main
contributions to the systematic uncertainty of the energy scale are the absolute calibration of the PMTs (10%), the limited
knowledge of the air fluorescence yield (6%), and atmospheric conditions (9%). About 10%uncertainty results from the rescal-
ing of the measured calorimetric energy to obtain the total shower energy [300], see also Section 2.1. Adding the individual
contributions in quadrature, the overall systematic uncertainty of the energy reconstruction amounts to 17% [302].

In contrast to surface arrays, the aperture of fluorescence detectors has to be determined by simulations. Sources of
uncertainty here are varying atmospheric conditions, simulation of shower profiles and detector trigger thresholds, and the
primary cosmic ray composition. The uncertainty due to varying atmospheric conditions, mainly that of the vertical aerosol
optical depth (VAOD), has been estimated to contribute to the aperture uncertainty 15% [301,302]. In a recent study, the
other simulation-related sources of uncertainty were found not to contribute significantly to the overall flux uncertainty of
30% [303].

The technique employed in the Auger measurement of the flux combines the advantages of surface detector arrays
with that of fluorescence detectors [169]. The surface array operates with almost 100% duty cycle and the aperture can be
calculated in a rather straight-forward way for energies well above the trigger threshold. Fluorescence telescopes allow
the direct measurement of the calorimetric shower energy, however, their duty cycle is only about 13%. Using a set of
well-reconstructed hybrid events,6 one can calibrate the energy estimator for surface detector data in an almost model-
independent way. This is done in a two-step process. First the shower signal at 1000m, S(1000), is corrected for attenuation
to that of an equivalent shower of 38◦ zenith angle, S38. To avoid any possible bias from simulations this is done with the

6 Events detected with both, the fluorescence telescopes and the surface detectors are called hybrid events.
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Possible sources of extragalactic cosmic rays 
Bottom up models

•Active galactic nuclei (AGN)
•Coalescence of neutron stars, 
! black holes
•Gamma ray bursts

p+p or p+γ àπ+/- à νμ + νe + ...

Top down models
Super heavy relicts of Big-Bang (topol. defects)

X-particle (m ≈ 1021-1025 eV)
W,Z bosons

γ, ν, p…Already severe constraints by Auger
àπ0 à γ + γ

à Multi Messenger Approach
Proton astronomy

Pierre Auger Observatory 
Neutrino astronomy

KM3NeT     Ice Cube
TeV γ-ray astronomy

HESS, MAGIC, CTA
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Fig. 3. Upper limits on the photon fraction in the integral cosmic-
ray flux from different experiments. The limits from the Auger surface
detector are labeled ’Auger SD’ and the limits from this work – ’Auger
Hybrid’. The thick red line indicates sensitivity of the southern site
of the Auger Observatory to the photon fractions after 20 years of
operation. The other lines indicate predictions from ’top-down’ models
and the shaded region shows the expected GZK photon fraction. The
labels shown here are explained in [5].

limit only marginally constrains the photon prediction at
lower energies: even for Ethr = 5 EeV as many as 75%
events have the energies in previously untested 5-10 EeV
range.

The new limits reduce uncertainties related to the con-
tamination of photons at EeV energies in other analyses
of shower data. For instance, the possible contamination
from photons was one of the dominant uncertainties for
deriving the proton-air cross-section (see e.g. [10]). This
uncertainty is now reduced to ∼50 mb for data at EeV
energies, which corresponds to a relative uncertainty of
∼10%. Photon contamination is important also in the
reconstruction of the energy spectrum or determination
of the nuclear primary composition.

In future photon searches, the separation power be-
tween photons and nuclear primaries can be enhanced
by adding the detailed information measured with the
surface detectors in hybrid events.

V. PERSPECTIVES

The current exposure of the Pierre Auger Observatory
is already a factor ∼4 larger than the exposure used for
the 2% photon limit at 10 EeV. Hence, the Observatory
starts to be sensitive to photon fractions within the
predicted range of GZK photons and specific GZK
scenarios will be tested by UHE photon searches for
the first time. Within 20 years of operation the southern
part of the Observatory the detection of photon events at
fractions below ∼0.1% (above 10 EeV) will be at hand
(see Fig. 3). The sensitivity to UHE photons will be
significantly strengthened with the advent of the northern
site of the Observatory in Colorado (USA). This site is
planned to cover a surface a factor 7 larger than the one
in Argentina.

The northern site of the Observatory will bring an-
other opportunity related to the UHE photon search.
Thanks to the difference between the local geomag-
netic fields at the two sites a possible detection of
UHE photons at Auger South may be confirmed in
an unambiguous way at Auger North by observing the
well predictable change in the signal from geomagnetic
cascading of UHE photon showers [11].

The photon upper limits placed by the Auger Collab-
oration also address fundamental physics questions. The
GZK photons are expected to be absorbed on scales of
a few Mpc by pair production with background photons
if Lorentz symmetry holds. On the other hand, violation
of Lorentz invariance could lead to the observation of
an increased photon flux. The new constraints placed on
the violation of Lorentz invariance based on our photon
limits are substantially more stringent than previous
ones [12]. A future detection of UHE photons will
further impact fundamental physics and other branches
of physics (see e.g. [13]).
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Fig. 1. Left panel: sketch of an inclined shower induced by a hadron interacting high in the atmosphere. The EM component is absorbed and
only the muons reach the detector. Right panel: deep inclined shower. Its early region has a significant EM component at the detector level.

Fig. 2. Neutrinos can initiate atmospheric showers through charged (CC) or neutral (NC) current interactions. In !e CC interactions all the
energy of the primary neutrino is transferred to the shower. This is not the case of the NC channel where the primary neutrino energy is only
partially transferred to the shower while a significant fraction is carried away by the scattered neutrino. Similar behaviour is seen in the !µ

CC induced showers where the emerging high energy muon usually decays under the ground and doesn’t produce a shower. Note that !! CC
initiated showers may have a “double bang” structure due to the fact that the out-coming high energy " may travel a long distance before decay
producing a second displaced shower vertex.

responding to ! 1.2 years of the full SD array - was
used as “training” data. From the showers that trigger
the SD array [3], those arriving during periods in which
instabilities in data acquisition occur are excluded. After
that the FADC traces are cleaned to remove segments
that are due to accidental muons not belonging to the
shower but arriving close in time with the shower front.
Moreover, if 2 or more segments of comparable area
appear in a trace the station is classified as ambiguous
and it is not used. Then a selection of the stations
actually belonging to the event is done based on space-
time compatibility among them. Events with less than
4 tanks passing the level 2 trigger algorithm [3] are
rejected. This sample is then searched for inclined events
requiring that the triggered tanks have elongated patterns
on the ground along the azimuthal arrival direction. A
length L and a width W are assigned to the pattern
[5], [8], and a cut on their ratio is applied (L/W >3).
Then we calculate the apparent speed of the signal in
the event moving across the ground along L, using the
arrival times of the signals at ground and the distances
between tanks projected onto L [13]. The average speed
"V # is measured between pairs of triggered stations, and
is required to be compatible with that expected in a
simple planar model of the shower front in an inclined
event with ! $ 75!, allowing for some spread due
to fluctuations ("V # % 0.313 m ns"1). Furthermore,
since in inclined events the speed measured between
pairs of tanks is concentrated around "V # [5] we require
that the r.m.s. scatter of V in an event to be smaller

than 0.08 · "V #. The zenith angle ! of the shower is
also reconstructed, and those events with ! $ 75! are
selected. Exactly the same set of conditions is applied
to the simulated neutrinos.

The sample of inclined events is searched for “young”
showers using observables characterising the time dura-
tion of the FADC traces in the early region of the event.
To optimize their discrimination power we applied the
Fisher discriminant method [7] to the training data –
overwhelmingly, if not totally constituted of nucleonic
showers – and to the Monte Carlo (MC) simulations
– exclusively composed of neutrino-induced showers.
Given two populations of events – nucleonic inclined
showers and "-induced showers in our case – char-
acterised by a set of observables, the Fisher method
produces a linear combination of the various observables
– f the Fisher discriminant – so that the separation be-
tween the means of f in the two samples is maximised,
while the quadratic sum of the r.m.s. of f in each of
them is minimised. Since events with a large number
of tanks N (large multiplicity) are different from events
with small multiplicity the sample of training data is
divided into 3 sub-samples corresponding to events with
number of tanks 4 % N % 6, 7 % N % 11 and N $ 12,
and a Fisher discriminant is obtained using each of the
sub-samples as training data. We use the Area-over-Peak
(AoP) [8] and its square of the first 4 tanks in each
event, their product, and a global early-late asymmetry
parameter of the event as the discriminant variables of
the Fisher estimator. Distributions of these observables
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Fig. 1. (Upper panel) The sketch of a shower induced by the decay
of a ! lepton emerging from the Earth after originating from an Earth-
skimming "! . The earliest stations are mostly triggered by electrons
and #s; (bottom panel) sketch of length (L) over width (W ) of a
footprint and determination of the apparent velocity (!V "). The !V "
is given by averaging the apparent velocity, vij = dij/!tij where dij

is the distance between couples of stations, projected onto the direction
defined by the length of the footprint, L, and !tij the difference in
their signal start times.

also a cut of the area of the signal over its peak (AoP)1

value is applied to reject ToT local triggers produced by

consecutive muons hitting a station. Then the elongation

of footprint, defined by the ratio of length (L) over width

(W) of the shower pattern on ground, and the mean

apparent velocity, are basic ingredients to identify very

inclined showers [7], see Fig. 1 (bottom panel) for the

explanation of these observables.

The mean apparent velocity, !V " is expected to be
compatible with the speed of light for quasi-horizontal

showers within its statistical uncertainty !!V " [8]. Fi-

nally compact configurations of selected ToTs complete

the expected picture of young "! -induced shower foot-

prints. These criteria were used to calculate an upper

limit on the diffuse flux UHE "! [8] with the Auger

Observatory and an update of this limit [9], [10].

III. ”DOWN-GOING” NEUTRINOS

The SD array is also sensitive to neutrinos interacting

in the atmosphere and inducing showers close to the

ground [11], [12]. Down-going neutrinos of any flavours

may interact through both charged (CC) and neutral

current (NC) interactions producing hadronic and/or

electromagnetic showers. In case of "e CC interactions,

1The peak corresponds to the maximum measured current of
recorded trace at a single water-Cherenkov detector.
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Fig. 2. (Upper panel) Sketch of a down-going shower initiated in
the interaction of a " in the atmosphere close to the ground; In the
“early” (“late”) region of the shower before (after) the shower axis
hits the ground we expect broad (narrow) signals in time due to
electromagnetic (muonic) component of the shower; (bottom panel)
the average signal duration of the station as a function of the distance
from the earliest triggering station.

the resulting electrons are expected to induce EM show-

ers at the same point where hadronic products induce

a hadronic shower. In this case the CC reaction are

simulated in detail using HERWIG Monte Carlo event

generator [13]. HERWIG is an event generator for high-

energy processes, including the simulation of hadronic

final states and the internal jet structure. The hadronic

showers induced by outgoing hadrons are practically in-

distinguishable in case of " NC interactions, so they are
simulated in the same way for three neutrino flavours.

In case of "µ CC interactions the produced muon is ex-

pected to induce shower which are generally weaker i.e.

with a smaller energy transfer to the EAS, and thus with

suppressed longitudinal profile and much fewer particles

on ground. As a consequence, the detection probability

of such shower is low and therefore the produced

muon is neglected and only the hadronic component is

simulated with the same procedure adopted for " NC

interactions. In case of down-going "! the produced #
lepton can travel some distance in the atmosphere, and

then decay into particle which can induce a detectable

shower. Thus, the outcoming hadronic showers initiated

by "! interactions are usually separated by a certain

distance from the shower initiated by the tau decay.

In this particular case, # decays were simulated using

TAUOLA [16]. The secondary particles produced by

HERWIG or TAUOLA are injected into the extensive air

shower generator AIRES [17] to produce lateral profiles

of the shower development. Shower simulations were

horizontal shower
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Fig. 1. (Upper panel) The sketch of a shower induced by the decay
of a ! lepton emerging from the Earth after originating from an Earth-
skimming "! . The earliest stations are mostly triggered by electrons
and #s; (bottom panel) sketch of length (L) over width (W ) of a
footprint and determination of the apparent velocity (!V "). The !V "
is given by averaging the apparent velocity, vij = dij/!tij where dij

is the distance between couples of stations, projected onto the direction
defined by the length of the footprint, L, and !tij the difference in
their signal start times.

also a cut of the area of the signal over its peak (AoP)1

value is applied to reject ToT local triggers produced by

consecutive muons hitting a station. Then the elongation

of footprint, defined by the ratio of length (L) over width

(W) of the shower pattern on ground, and the mean

apparent velocity, are basic ingredients to identify very

inclined showers [7], see Fig. 1 (bottom panel) for the

explanation of these observables.

The mean apparent velocity, !V " is expected to be
compatible with the speed of light for quasi-horizontal

showers within its statistical uncertainty !!V " [8]. Fi-

nally compact configurations of selected ToTs complete

the expected picture of young "! -induced shower foot-

prints. These criteria were used to calculate an upper

limit on the diffuse flux UHE "! [8] with the Auger

Observatory and an update of this limit [9], [10].

III. ”DOWN-GOING” NEUTRINOS

The SD array is also sensitive to neutrinos interacting

in the atmosphere and inducing showers close to the

ground [11], [12]. Down-going neutrinos of any flavours

may interact through both charged (CC) and neutral

current (NC) interactions producing hadronic and/or

electromagnetic showers. In case of "e CC interactions,

1The peak corresponds to the maximum measured current of
recorded trace at a single water-Cherenkov detector.
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Fig. 2. (Upper panel) Sketch of a down-going shower initiated in
the interaction of a " in the atmosphere close to the ground; In the
“early” (“late”) region of the shower before (after) the shower axis
hits the ground we expect broad (narrow) signals in time due to
electromagnetic (muonic) component of the shower; (bottom panel)
the average signal duration of the station as a function of the distance
from the earliest triggering station.

the resulting electrons are expected to induce EM show-

ers at the same point where hadronic products induce

a hadronic shower. In this case the CC reaction are

simulated in detail using HERWIG Monte Carlo event

generator [13]. HERWIG is an event generator for high-

energy processes, including the simulation of hadronic

final states and the internal jet structure. The hadronic

showers induced by outgoing hadrons are practically in-

distinguishable in case of " NC interactions, so they are
simulated in the same way for three neutrino flavours.

In case of "µ CC interactions the produced muon is ex-

pected to induce shower which are generally weaker i.e.

with a smaller energy transfer to the EAS, and thus with

suppressed longitudinal profile and much fewer particles

on ground. As a consequence, the detection probability

of such shower is low and therefore the produced

muon is neglected and only the hadronic component is

simulated with the same procedure adopted for " NC

interactions. In case of down-going "! the produced #
lepton can travel some distance in the atmosphere, and

then decay into particle which can induce a detectable

shower. Thus, the outcoming hadronic showers initiated

by "! interactions are usually separated by a certain

distance from the shower initiated by the tau decay.

In this particular case, # decays were simulated using

TAUOLA [16]. The secondary particles produced by

HERWIG or TAUOLA are injected into the extensive air

shower generator AIRES [17] to produce lateral profiles

of the shower development. Shower simulations were

time structure
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Fig. 1. (Upper panel) The sketch of a shower induced by the decay
of a ! lepton emerging from the Earth after originating from an Earth-
skimming "! . The earliest stations are mostly triggered by electrons
and #s; (bottom panel) sketch of length (L) over width (W ) of a
footprint and determination of the apparent velocity (!V "). The !V "
is given by averaging the apparent velocity, vij = dij/!tij where dij

is the distance between couples of stations, projected onto the direction
defined by the length of the footprint, L, and !tij the difference in
their signal start times.

also a cut of the area of the signal over its peak (AoP)1

value is applied to reject ToT local triggers produced by

consecutive muons hitting a station. Then the elongation

of footprint, defined by the ratio of length (L) over width

(W) of the shower pattern on ground, and the mean

apparent velocity, are basic ingredients to identify very

inclined showers [7], see Fig. 1 (bottom panel) for the

explanation of these observables.

The mean apparent velocity, !V " is expected to be
compatible with the speed of light for quasi-horizontal

showers within its statistical uncertainty !!V " [8]. Fi-

nally compact configurations of selected ToTs complete

the expected picture of young "! -induced shower foot-

prints. These criteria were used to calculate an upper

limit on the diffuse flux UHE "! [8] with the Auger

Observatory and an update of this limit [9], [10].

III. ”DOWN-GOING” NEUTRINOS

The SD array is also sensitive to neutrinos interacting

in the atmosphere and inducing showers close to the

ground [11], [12]. Down-going neutrinos of any flavours

may interact through both charged (CC) and neutral

current (NC) interactions producing hadronic and/or

electromagnetic showers. In case of "e CC interactions,

1The peak corresponds to the maximum measured current of
recorded trace at a single water-Cherenkov detector.
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Fig. 2. (Upper panel) Sketch of a down-going shower initiated in
the interaction of a " in the atmosphere close to the ground; In the
“early” (“late”) region of the shower before (after) the shower axis
hits the ground we expect broad (narrow) signals in time due to
electromagnetic (muonic) component of the shower; (bottom panel)
the average signal duration of the station as a function of the distance
from the earliest triggering station.

the resulting electrons are expected to induce EM show-

ers at the same point where hadronic products induce

a hadronic shower. In this case the CC reaction are

simulated in detail using HERWIG Monte Carlo event

generator [13]. HERWIG is an event generator for high-

energy processes, including the simulation of hadronic

final states and the internal jet structure. The hadronic

showers induced by outgoing hadrons are practically in-

distinguishable in case of " NC interactions, so they are
simulated in the same way for three neutrino flavours.

In case of "µ CC interactions the produced muon is ex-

pected to induce shower which are generally weaker i.e.

with a smaller energy transfer to the EAS, and thus with

suppressed longitudinal profile and much fewer particles

on ground. As a consequence, the detection probability

of such shower is low and therefore the produced

muon is neglected and only the hadronic component is

simulated with the same procedure adopted for " NC

interactions. In case of down-going "! the produced #
lepton can travel some distance in the atmosphere, and

then decay into particle which can induce a detectable

shower. Thus, the outcoming hadronic showers initiated

by "! interactions are usually separated by a certain

distance from the shower initiated by the tau decay.

In this particular case, # decays were simulated using

TAUOLA [16]. The secondary particles produced by

HERWIG or TAUOLA are injected into the extensive air

shower generator AIRES [17] to produce lateral profiles

of the shower development. Shower simulations were
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The exposure was calculated using purely MC tech-
niques and also integrating the neutrino identification
efficiencies ! over the whole parameter space [8]. All
the neutrino flavours and interactions are accounted for
in the simulations. In particular for "! we have taken into
account the possibility that it produces a double shower
in the atmosphere triggering the array – one in the "!

CC interaction itself and another in the decay of the #
lepton. The exposure for the period 1 Nov 07 up to 28
Feb 09 is shown in Fig. 4 for CC and NC channels.

Several sources of systematic uncertainties have been
taken into account and their effect on the exposure
evaluated. We tentatively assign a ! 20% systematic un-
certainty due to the neutrino-induced shower simulations
and the hadronic model (SIBYLL 2.1 vs QGSJETII.03).
Another source of uncertainty comes from the neutrino
cross section. Using [15] we estimate a systematic uncer-
tainty of ! 10%. The topography around the Southern
Site of the Pierre Auger Observatory enhances the flux
of secondary tau leptons. In this work we neglected this
effect. Our current simulations indicate that including it
will improve the limit by roughly ! 15 " 20%.

Finally assuming a f(E") = k · E!2
" differential

neutrino flux we have obtained a 90% C.L. limit on the
all-flavour neutrino flux using down-going showers:

k < 3.2 # 10!7 GeV cm!2 s!1 sr!1 (3)

shown in Fig. 5. We also present the updated limit based
on Earth-skimming up-going neutrinos:

k < 4.7!2.5
+2.2 # 10!8 GeV cm!2 s!1 sr!1 (4)

where the upper/lower values correspond to best/worse
scenario of systematics [13]. We have also included the
limit in differential format to show the range in energies

at which the sensitivity of the Pierre Auger Observatory
to down-going and Earth-skimming " peaks.

A preliminary limit on the flux of UHE neutrinos
from the position of Centaurus A (equatorial coords.
$ ! "43.0", l ! "35.2") – assuming a point source at
that position – was also obtained. For that purpose we
have integrated the identification efficiency ! over the
fraction of the time (! 15.6%) the source is seen in the
SD array with % between 75" and 90". The preliminary
limit is ! 3 # 10!6 neutrinos per GeV cm!2 s!1.
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Fig. 5. The combined energy spectrum compared with several astrophysical models assuming a pure composition of protons (red lines) or
iron (blue line), a power-law injection spectrum following E!! and a maximum energy of Emax = 1020.5 eV. The cosmological evolution
of the source luminosity is given by (z + 1)m. The black line shows the fit used to determine the spectral features (see text). A table with the
flux values can be found at [22].

parameter broken power laws power laws
+ smooth function

!1(E < Eankle) 3.26 ± 0.04 3.26 ± 0.04
lg(Eankle/eV) 18.61 ± 0.01 18.60 ± 0.01
!2(E > Eankle) 2.59 ± 0.02 2.55 ± 0.04
lg(Ebreak/eV) 19.46 ± 0.03
!3(E > Ebreak) 4.3 ± 0.2
lg(E1/2/eV) 19.61 ± 0.03
lg(Wc/eV) 0.16 ± 0.03

nation with a harder injection spectrum (! E!2.3). A

hypothetical model of a pure iron composition injected

with a spectrum following ! E!2.4 and uniformly

distributed sources with m = 0 is able to describe the

measured spectrum above the ankle, below which an

additional component is required.

V. SUMMARY

We presented two independent measurements of the

cosmic ray energy spectrum with the Pierre Auger

Observatory. Both spectra share the same systematic

uncertainties in the energy scale. The combination of the

high statistics obtained with the surface detector and the

extension to lower energies using hybrid observations

enables the precise measurement of both the ankle and

the flux suppression at highest energies with unprece-

dented statistics. First comparisons with astrophysical

models have been performed.
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Fig. 2. Comparison between hybrid data and the Monte Carlo
simulations used for the determination of the hybrid exposure.

reconstruction of the flux and spectral shape. To correct

for these effect, a simple forward- folding approach was

applied. It uses MC simulations to determine the energy

resolution of the surface detector and derive the bin-to-

bin migration matrix. The matrix is then used to derive

a flux parameterisation that matches the measured data

after forward-folding. The ratio of this parameterisation

to the folded flux gives a correction factor that is applied

to data. The correction is energy dependent and less than

20% over the full energy range.

The derived energy spectrum of the surface detector is

shown in Fig. 1 together with the event numbers of the

underlying raw distribution. Combining the systematic

uncertainties of the exposure (3%) and of the forward
folding assumptions (5%), the systematic uncertainties
of the derived flux is 5.8%.

III. FLUORESCENCE DETECTOR DATA

The fluorescence detector of the Pierre Auger Obser-

vatory comprises 24 telescopes grouped in 4 buildings

on the periphery of the surface array. Air shower obser-

vations of the fluorescence detector in coincidence with

at least one surface detector permit an independent mea-

surement of the cosmic ray energy spectrum. Due to the

lower energy threshold of the fluorescence telescopes,

these ’hybrid’ events allow us to extend the range of

measurement down to 1018 eV.
The exposure of the hybrid mode of the Pierre Auger

Observatory has been derived using a Monte Carlo

method which reproduces the actual data conditions of

the observatory including their time variability [12].

Based on the extensive monitoring of all detector com-

ponents [13] a detailed description of the efficiencies

of data-taking has been obtained. The time-dependent

detector simulation is based on these efficiencies and

makes use of the complete description of the atmo-

spheric conditions obtained within the atmospheric mon-

itoring program [14]. For example, we consider only

time intervals for which the light attenuation due to
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aerosols has been measured and for which no clouds

have been detected above the observatory [15].

As input to the detector simulation, air showers are

simulated with CONEX [16] based on the Sibyll 2.1 [17]

and QGSJetII-0.3 [18] hadronic interaction models, as-

suming a 50% ! 50% mixture of proton and iron

primaries. Whereas the derived exposure is independent

of the choice of the hadronic interaction model, a sys-

tematic uncertainty is induced by the unknown primary

mass composition. After applying restrictions to the

fiducial volume [19], the systematic uncertainty related

to the primary mass composition is 8% at 1018 eV and

becomes negligible above 1019 eV (see [12] for details).

Additional requirements limit the maximum distance

between air shower and the fluorescence detector. They

have been derived from comparisons between data and

simulated events and assure a saturated trigger efficiency

of the fluorescence detector and the independence of

the derived flux from the systematic uncertainty of

the energy reconstruction. In addition, events are only

selected for the determination of the spectrum if they

meet certain quality criteria [12], which assure an energy

resolution of better than 6% over the full energy range.

Extensive comparisons between simulations and cos-

mic ray data are performed at all reconstruction levels.

An example is the agreement between data and MC

in the determination of the fiducial distance shown in

Fig. 2. Additional cross-checks involve laser shots fired

into the field of view of the fluorescence telescopes from

the Central Laser Facility [20]. They have been used to

verify the accuracy of the duty cycle.

The design of the Pierre Auger Observatory with

its two complementary air shower detection techniques

offers the chance to validate the full MC simulation

chain and the derived hybrid exposure using air shower

observations themselves. Based on this end-to-end ver-

ification, the calculated exposure has been corrected

by 4%. The total systematic uncertainty of the derived
hybrid spectrum is 10% at 1018 eV and decreases to

about 6% above 1019 eV.
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using the Pierre Auger Observatory
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Abstract. The flux of cosmic rays above 1018 eV
has been measured with unprecedented precision

using the Pierre Auger Observatory. Two analysis

techniques have been used to extend the spectrum

downwards from 3 ! 1018 eV, with the lower en-
ergies being explored using a novel technique that

exploits the hybrid strengths of the instrument.

The systematic uncertainties, and in particular the

influence of the energy resolution on the spectral

shape, are addressed. The spectrum can be described

by a broken power-law of index 3.3 below the

ankle which is measured at lg(Eankle/eV) = 18.6.
Above the ankle the spectrum is described by a

power-law " E!2.6 and a flux suppression with

lg(E1/2/eV) = 19.6.
Keywords: Auger Energy Spectrum

I. INTRODUCTION

Two independent techniques are used at the Pierre

Auger Observatory to study extensive air showers cre-

ated by ultra-high energy cosmic rays in the atmosphere,

a ground array of more than 1600 water-Cherenkov

detectors and a set of 24 fluorescence telescopes. Con-

struction of the baseline design was completed in June

2008. With stable data taking starting in January 2004,

the world’s largest dataset of cosmic ray observations

has been collected over the last 4 years during the

construction phase of the observatory. Here we report

on an update with a substantial increase relative to the

accumulated exposure of the energy spectrum measure-

ments reported in [1] and [2].

Due to its high duty cycle, the data of the surface

detector are sensitive to spectral features at the highest

energies. Its energy scale is derived from coincident

measurements with the fluorescence detector. A flux

suppression around 1019.5 eV has been established based

on these measurements [1] in agreement with the HiRes

measurement [3].

An extension to energies below the threshold of

1018.5 eV is possible with the use of hybrid observations,

i.e. measurements with the fluorescence detectors in

coincidence with at least one surface detector. Although

statistically limited due to the duty-cycle of the fluo-

rescence detectors of about 13%, these measurements
make it possible to extend the energy range down to

1018 eV and can therefore be used to determine the

position and shape of the ankle at which the power-

law index of the flux changes [4], [5], [6], [7]. A

precise measurement of this feature is crucial for an

understanding of the underlying phenomena. Several

phenomenological models with different predictions and

explanations of the shape of the energy spectrum and the

cosmic ray mass composition have been proposed [8],

[9], [10].

II. SURFACE DETECTOR DATA
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Fig. 1. Energy spectrum derived from surface detector data calibrated
with fluorescence measurements. Only statistical uncertainties are
shown.

The surface detector array of the Pierre Auger Obser-

vatory covers about 3000 km2 of the Argentinian Pampa

Amarilla. Since its completion in June 2008 the expo-

sure is increased each month by about 350 km2 sr yr
and amounts to 12, 790 km2 sr yr for the time period
considered for this analysis (01/2004 - 12/2008). The

exposure is calculated by integrating the number of

active detector stations of the surface array over time.

Detailed monitoring information of the status of each

surface detector station is stored every second and the

exposure is determined with an uncertainty of 3 % [1].

The energy of each shower is calibrated with a subset

of high quality events observed by both the surface

and the fluorescence detectors after removing attenuation

effects by means of a constant-intensity method. The

systematic uncertainty of the energy cross-calibration is

7% at 1019 eV and increases to 15% above 1020 eV [11].

Due to the energy resolution of the surface detector

data of about 20%, bin-to-bin migrations influence the

surface detector

Energy spectrum - Pierre Auger Observatory
hybrid

astrophysical scenarios

cosmological evolution 
of source luminosity

∝ (1 + z)m

∝ E−β

power law injection 
spectrum
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Fig. 7. The energy spectrum obtained by combining the hybrid spectrum (standard approach) and the one measured with
SD data. It is fitted with three power laws functions (dashed) and two power laws plus a smooth function (solid line). Only
statistical uncertainties are shown. The systematic uncertainty on the energy scale is 22%.

In fig. 7 the hybrid spectrum, derived with the standard approach, has been combined with the one measured from
data collected by the surface detector above 1018.5 eV. Since the SD energy estimator is calibrated from a subset of
high-quality hybrid events [3,64], the two input spectra have the same systematic uncertainty of the energy scale while
the flux normalisation uncertainties are independent. They are taken as 6% for the SD and 10% (6%) for the hybrid
flux at 1018 eV (> 1019 eV). These normalisation uncertainties are used as additional constraints in the combination
procedure which perform a maximum-likelihood fit to derive the flux scaling factors kSD = 1.01 and kFD = 0.99 needed
to match the two spectra.

The characteristic features of the combined spectrum have been quantified with three power laws with free breaks
between them (dashed line in fig. 7) and with two power laws plus a smoothly changing function (solid line). The
latter function is given by

J(E;E > Eankle) ! E!!2
1

1 + exp

!

lg E!lg E 1

2

lg Wc

" ,

where E 1

2

is the energy at which the flux has fallen to one half of the value of the power law extrapolation and Wc

parametrizes the width of the transition region. The hypothesis that the power law above the ankle continues to
highest energies with the spectral index !2 can be rejected with more than 20 ". The derived parameters are given
in table 1 quoting only the statistical uncertainties. The updated energy calibration curve [64] has resulted in some
changes of the parameters of the spectrum with respect to previous work, although only the values of !2 are di!erent
by more than the quoted statistical uncertainties (values of 2.59± 0.02 and 2.55± 0.04 are reported in [2] for !2 in the
two cases of fit with three broken power laws and two power laws + smooth function, respectively).

5 Summary

The measurement of the cosmic ray flux above 1018 eV has been updated to September 2010 using hybrid events of
the Pierre Auger Observatory. The standard approach used here, and already adopted in a previous publication [2],
is based on fast CONEX and detector simulations. In this paper the energy spectrum has additionally been derived
using a full Monte Carlo method, based on CORSIKA air showers and detailed simulations of the hybrid detector.
The full Monte Carlo approach provides a complete treatment of the shower-to-shower fluctuations, even in a region

Energy spectrum
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Cosmic-ray spectrum at highest energies

M. Unger, ICRC 2011
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Comparison of spectral features

Backup - Fitting the combined spectrum - power laws
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/ndof = 37.8/16 = 2.7)2"Fit (

16 / 11

J(E) ∝ E−γi , i = 1, 2, 3

TA Auger
γ1 3.33 ± 0.04 3.27 ± 0.02
γ2 2.68 ± 0.04 2.68 ± 0.01
γ3 4.2 ± 0.7 4.2 ± 0.1
lg(E1/eV) 18.69 ± 0.03 18.61 ± 0.01
lg(E2/eV) 19.68 ± 0.09 19.41 ± 0.02

✄✂ �✁B. Stokes [TA Coll.], icrc1297
✄✂ �✁F. Salamida [Auger Coll.], icrc893
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Updated Measurement of �Xmax� and σ(Xmax)

comparison to air shower simulations
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Depth of the shower maximum Xmax

Xmax

ankle, supporting the hypothesis of a transition from ga-
lactic to extragalactic cosmic rays in this region.

The hXmaxi result of this analysis is compared to the
HiRes data [10] in Fig. 2. Both data sets agree well within
the quoted systematic uncertainties. The !2=Ndf of the
HiRes data with respect to the broken-line fit described
above is 20:5=14. This value reduces to 16:8=14 if a
relative energy shift of 15% is applied, such as suggested
by a comparison of the Auger and HiRes energy spec-
tra [2].

The shower-to-shower fluctuations, rms!Xmax", are ob-
tained by subtracting the detector resolution in quadrature
from the width of the observed Xmax distributions resulting
in a correction of # 6 g=cm2. As can be seen in the right
panel of Fig. 3, we observe a decrease in the fluctuations
with energy from about 55 to 26 g=cm2 as the energy
increases. Assuming again that the hadronic interaction
properties do not change much within the observed energy
range, these decreasing fluctuations are an independent
signature of an increasing average mass of the primary
particles.

For the interpretation of the absolute values of hXmaxi
and rms!Xmax" a comparison to air shower simulations is
needed. As can be seen in Fig. 3, there are considerable
differences between the results of calculations using differ-
ent hadronic interaction models. These differences are not
necessarily exhaustive, since the hadronic interaction mod-
els do not cover the full range of possible extrapolations of
low energy accelerator data. If, however, these models
provide a realistic description of hadronic interactions at
ultrahigh energies, the comparison of the data and simula-
tions leads to the same conclusions as above, namely, a
gradual increase of the average mass of cosmic rays with
energy up to 59 EeV.
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FIG. 3. hXmaxi and rms!Xmax" compared with air shower simulations [20] using different hadronic interaction models [21].
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Fig. 2. The distribution of angular separations between the 58 events with E > 55 EeV and the closest AGN in the VCV catalog within
75 Mpc. Left: The cumulative number of events as a function of angular distance. The 68% the confidence intervals for the isotropic expectation
is shaded blue. Right: The histogram of events as a function of angular distance. The 13 events with galactic latitudes |b| < 12◦ are shown
with hatching. The average isotropic expectation is shaded brown.
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Fig. 3. Left: The cumulative number of events with E ≥ 55 EeV as a function of angular distance from Cen A. The average isotropic
expectation with approximate 68% confidence intervals is shaded blue. Right: The histogram of events as a function of angular distance from
Cen A. The average isotropic expectation is shaded brown.
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Fig. 1.— The 69 arrival directions of CRs with energy E ! 55 EeV detected by the Pierre Auger Observatory up

to 31 December 2009 are plotted as black dots in an Aito!-Hammer projection of the sky in galactic coordinates.

The solid line represents the field of view of the Southern Observatory for zenith angles smaller than 60!. Blue

circles of radius 3.1! are centred at the positions of the 318 AGNs in the VCV catalog that lie within 75 Mpc

and that are within the field of view of the Observatory. Darker blue indicates larger relative exposure. The

exposure-weighted fraction of the sky covered by the blue circles is 21%.

The updated estimate of the degree of correlation must include periods II and III only, because the parameters

were chosen to maximise the correlation in period I. In Fig. 2 we plot the degree of correlation (pdata) with

objects in the VCV catalog as a function of the total number of time-ordered events observed during periods

II and III. For each additional event the most likely value of pdata is k/N (number correlating divided by the

cumulative number of arrival directions).

The confidence level intervals in the plot contain 68.3%, 95.45% and 99.7% of the posterior probability for

pdata given the measured values of k and N . The posterior probability distribution is pkdata(1" pdata)N"k(N +

1)!/k!(N " k)!, corresponding to a binomial likelihood with a flat prior. The upper and lower limits in the

confidence intervals are chosen such that the posterior probability of every point inside the interval is higher

than that of any point outside. The amount of correlation observed has decreased from (69+11
"13)%, with 9 out

of 13 correlations measured in period II, to its current estimate of (38+7
"6)%, based on 21 correlations out of a

total of 55 events in periods II and III.

The cumulative binomial probability that an isotropic flux would yield 21 or more correlations is P = 0.003.

This updated measurement with 55 events after the initial scan is a posteriori, with no prescribed rule for

rejecting the hypothesis of isotropy as in (6, 7). No unambiguous confidence level for anisotropy can be derived

from the probability P = 0.003. P is the probability of finding such a correlation assuming isotropy. It is not

the probability of isotropy given such a correlation.

We note that 9 of the 55 events detected in periods II and III are within 10! of the galactic plane, and none

of them correlates within 3.1! with the astronomical objects under consideration. Incompleteness of the VCV

catalog due to obscuration by the Milky Way or larger magnetic bending of CR trajectories along the galactic

disk are potential causes for smaller correlation of arrival directions at small galactic latitudes. If the region

within 10! of the galactic plane is excluded the correlation is (46± 6)% (21 correlations out of 46 events), while

8

Arrival directions of highest-energy cosmic rays
data up to 31.12.2009
69 events E > 55 EeV
correlated: 29 (14.5 exp.) 

position of AGNs from
VCV catalog (3.1°)

d < 75 Mpc

24% is the chance expectation for an isotropic flux.3
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Fig. 2.— The most likely value of the degree of correlation pdata = k/N is plotted with black dots as a function

of the total number of time-ordered events (excluding those in period I). The 68%, 95% and 99.7% confidence

level intervals around the most likely value are shaded. The horizontal dashed line shows the isotropic value

piso = 0.21. The current estimate of the signal is (0.38+0.07
!0.06).

It has not escaped our notice that the directions of the 5 most energetic events are not part of the fraction of

events that correlate with objects in the VCV catalog.

Additional monitoring of the correlation signal with this set of astronomical objects can also be found in

(29). Further studies of the correlation exploring other parameters are currently in progress. One conjecture

often made in the literature (see e.g. (30, 31) and references therein) is that powerful radiogalaxies are the

most promising contenders for UHECR acceleration, along with gamma-ray bursts. The analysis of directional

correlations of UHECRs with positions of AGNs from the VCV catalog discussed here does not account for

any di!erences among those AGNs. Thus, a logical next step with respect to (6, 7) would consider the AGN

radio luminosity given in the VCV catalog as a fourth scan parameter to find a threshold in radio luminosity

above which the directional correlation starts to increase. Such a scan has been performed with a subset of the

data and the signal evolution with those parameters is being monitored since, similarly as presented here for

all AGNs of the VCV. These results will be reported elsewhere.

The HiRes collaboration has reported (32) an absence of a correlation with AGNs of the VCV catalog using the

parameters of the Auger prescribed test. They found two events correlating out of a set of 13 arrival directions

that have been measured stereoscopically above an energy which they estimated to be the same as the Auger

prescribed energy threshold. The 38% correlation measured by Auger suggests that approximately five arrival

directions out of 13 HiRes directions should correlate with an AGN position. The di!erence between 2 and 5

does not rule out a 38% correlation in the northern hemisphere that is observed by the HiRes detector. Also,

it is not necessarily expected that the correlating fraction should be the same in both hemispheres. The three-

3The choice of the size of the region excluded has some arbitrariness. We used 12! in (6, 7). We use 10! here for uniformity with

the analysis of the 2MRS catalog in section 4.
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Fig. 21. Arrival directions (equatorial coordinates) of the highest energy cosmic rays observed with the Pierre Auger Observatory [410] (circles) and the
HiRes telescopes [278] (squares). The asterisks indicate the position of active galactic nuclei (AGN) from the Veron-Cetty Veron catalogue [407] up to a
distance of 75 Mpc. The shaded area indicates the relative exposure of the Auger data set. The dotted line marks the galactic disk and the dashed curve is
the super galactic plane.

total of 13 events two associations with AGNs were found, while 3.2 such correlations are expected for an isotropic arrival
direction distribution. No correlation signal is found. Also the autocorrelation function of the highest energy events from
HiRes is perfectly in agreement with the expectations for isotropy. The arrival directions of the selected 13 events are shown
in Fig. 21 as well. The exposure distribution of the HiRes data set is very similar to that of the Auger Observatory, but North
is exchanged with South.

The discrepancy between the Auger and HiRes results are currently not understood, but it is clear that a possible
difference of the energy scale of the two experiments could lead to such effects. In addition, the reconstruction resolution
has to be very good to reproduce the very sharp threshold of the correlation found in Auger data. An independent data set
of a similar size as the published one will allow us to test the anisotropy signal.

6. Astrophysical interpretation

6.1. Galactic cosmic rays and the knee

The measurements indicate that the knee in the all-particle energy spectrum is caused by a break in the spectra for the
light elements, yielding an increase of the mean mass of cosmic rays in this energy region. Several scenarios are discussed
in the literature as a possible origin for the knee, see e.g. [3]. In the following, a current astrophysical picture of the origin of
high-energy cosmic rays is sketched, based on recent observations.

One of the most popular explanations for the origin of the knee is that the spectra at the source exhibit a break. The
bulk of cosmic rays is assumed to be accelerated in strong shock fronts of SNRs [56]. The finite lifetime of a shock front
(∼105 a) limits the maximum energy attainable for particles with a charge of Z to Emax ∼ Z · (0.1 − 5) PeV. Many versions
of this scenario have been discussed [415,417,418,416,419]. Themodels differ in assumptions of properties of the SNRs; like
magnetic field strength, available energy, ambient medium, etc. The differences of the predicted �ln A� can be inferred from
Fig. 22a. While older models [417] limit themaximum energy to about 0.1 PeV, recent ideas [419], taking into account latest
observations of SNRs, predict maximum energies above 1 PeV. In such a model sufficient energy is released from SNRs to
explain the observed spectra. A special case of SNR acceleration is the single sourcemodel [423], which predicts pronounced
structures in the knee region in the all-particle energy spectrum, caused by a single SNR. Such structures can not be seen in
the compilation of Fig. 8.

Other accelerationmechanisms are also discussed in the literature, like the acceleration of particles in γ -ray bursts [420–
422]. They differ in their interpretation of the origin for the knee. The approach by Plaga, assuming Fermi acceleration in a
‘‘cannon ball’’ is not compatible with the measured �ln A� values, see Fig. 22b. A different interpretation of acceleration in
the cannon ball model yields – at the source – a cut-off for individual elements proportional to their mass due to effects
of relativistic beaming in jets. The predictions of the actual model are compatible with recent data [422,432]. However, it
remains to be clarified how a detailed consideration of the propagation processes, e.g., in a diffusion model, effects the cut-
off behavior observed at Earth. Gamma-ray bursts as a special case of supernova explosions are proposed [421] to accelerate
cosmic rays from 0.1 PeV up to the highest energies (>1020 eV). In this approach the propagation of cosmic rays is taken
into account and the knee is caused by leakage from the Galaxy, leading to rigidity dependent cut-off behavior.

Also, a frequently discussed idea is that of the knee as a propagation effect. The propagation is accompanied by the
leakage of particles from the Galaxy. With increasing energy, it becomesmore andmore difficult to confine the nuclei to the
Galaxy. As mentioned above, the path length decreases as Λ ∝ E−δ . Such a decrease will ultimately lead to a complete
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tion, where 1.7 is the isotropic expectation. The centre of this region is only 4! away from the location of the

radiogalaxy Cen A (!50.5!, 19.4!) and it is not far from the direction of the Centaurus cluster (!57.6!, 21.6!).

It was noted in (6, 7) that the arrival directions of two CR events correlate with the nucleus position of the

radiogalaxy Cen A, while several lie in the vicinity of its radio lobe extension. At only 3.8 Mpc distance, Cen

A is the closest AGN. It is obviously an interesting region to monitor with additional data.

We show in Fig. 9 the number of CR arrival directions within a variable angular radius from Cen A. In a

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, 4% of the realizations of 69 arrival directions drawn from an isotropic distribution

have a maximum departure from the isotropic expectation greater than or equal to the maximum departure

observed in data. The overdensity with largest significance is given by the presence of 13 arrival directions

within 18!, in which 3.2 arrival directions are expected if the flux were isotropic.
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Fig. 9.— Cumulative number of events with E " 55 EeV as a function of angular distance from the direction

of Cen A. The bands correspond to the 68%, 95%, and 99.7% dispersion expected for an isotropic flux.

The CRs in this region of the sky make a dominant contribution to the autocorrelation signal. For instance,

the 13 arrival directions that are within 18! from Cen A form 6 pairs separated by less than 4!, and 28 pairs

by less than 11!. These events also make a large contribution to the correlation with di!erent populations of

nearby extragalactic objects, both because they are in excess above isotropic expectations and because this

region is densely populated with galaxies. The flux-weighted models illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5 predict that

the fraction of CRs inside a circle with radius 18! centred at the position of Cen A is 13.4% (2MRS) and 29.3%

(Swift-BAT), compared to 18.8% observed in data and 4.7% expected if the flux were isotropic.

In contrast to the region around Cen A and the Centaurus cluster, there is a paucity of events from the region

around the radiogalaxy M87 and the Virgo cluster. None of the 69 events with E " 55 EeV is within 18! of

M87. Due to its northern declination, however, M87 gets only one-third the exposure that Cen A gets at the

Southern Auger observatory. Only 1.1 events are expected within that 18! circle for an isotropic flux.

Distance also matters. M87 is five times farther away than Cen A, so the flux would be 25 times less if the

18

Fig. 1.— The 69 arrival directions of CRs with energy E ! 55 EeV detected by the Pierre Auger Observatory up

to 31 December 2009 are plotted as black dots in an Aito!-Hammer projection of the sky in galactic coordinates.

The solid line represents the field of view of the Southern Observatory for zenith angles smaller than 60!. Blue

circles of radius 3.1! are centred at the positions of the 318 AGNs in the VCV catalog that lie within 75 Mpc

and that are within the field of view of the Observatory. Darker blue indicates larger relative exposure. The

exposure-weighted fraction of the sky covered by the blue circles is 21%.

The updated estimate of the degree of correlation must include periods II and III only, because the parameters

were chosen to maximise the correlation in period I. In Fig. 2 we plot the degree of correlation (pdata) with

objects in the VCV catalog as a function of the total number of time-ordered events observed during periods

II and III. For each additional event the most likely value of pdata is k/N (number correlating divided by the

cumulative number of arrival directions).

The confidence level intervals in the plot contain 68.3%, 95.45% and 99.7% of the posterior probability for

pdata given the measured values of k and N . The posterior probability distribution is pkdata(1" pdata)N"k(N +

1)!/k!(N " k)!, corresponding to a binomial likelihood with a flat prior. The upper and lower limits in the

confidence intervals are chosen such that the posterior probability of every point inside the interval is higher

than that of any point outside. The amount of correlation observed has decreased from (69+11
"13)%, with 9 out

of 13 correlations measured in period II, to its current estimate of (38+7
"6)%, based on 21 correlations out of a

total of 55 events in periods II and III.

The cumulative binomial probability that an isotropic flux would yield 21 or more correlations is P = 0.003.

This updated measurement with 55 events after the initial scan is a posteriori, with no prescribed rule for

rejecting the hypothesis of isotropy as in (6, 7). No unambiguous confidence level for anisotropy can be derived

from the probability P = 0.003. P is the probability of finding such a correlation assuming isotropy. It is not

the probability of isotropy given such a correlation.

We note that 9 of the 55 events detected in periods II and III are within 10! of the galactic plane, and none

of them correlates within 3.1! with the astronomical objects under consideration. Incompleteness of the VCV

catalog due to obscuration by the Milky Way or larger magnetic bending of CR trajectories along the galactic

disk are potential causes for smaller correlation of arrival directions at small galactic latitudes. If the region

within 10! of the galactic plane is excluded the correlation is (46± 6)% (21 correlations out of 46 events), while
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